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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to describe how to construct and manage a study into an

organisation in order to improve its functions such as marketing, sales operations or strat-

egy. The point is to understand and then select improvement pathways rather than impos-

ing standard solutions. In order to understand, however, you have to make the time to

study the organisation and principles from the discipline of ethnography may help with

that.

1. Introduction

It’s tempting to think of an organisation as

something that exists in its own right - as real as a

cow or a person. What an organisation is, how-

ev er, is a pattern. It’s a shape that emerges from

the thoughts and actions of the people that have

chosen to work together, connected by threads of

values, aspirations and skills, and bonded by a

legal structure that is accepted and enforced by

the wider environment.

Such an approach to thinking of an organisa-

tion is very different to the more traditional

approach: one that thinks of it more like a

machine. A machine is designed to do a job and

all its parts are cut out and fitted together to work

in a predictable way. Some people think of

organisations in the same way and believe that the

way to fix a problem is through changing a part or

preventing the problem from happening in the

first place.

Is one approach right and the other wrong? If

you are a manager are you better off looking at

things like a mechanic looks at a car or are you

better off thinking like an ethnographer?

There is unlikely to be a clear and simple

answer to such a question. There is, however, lots

of material available if you want to think of your

organisation as a machine. Just pick up any How-

To book to get a feel for how this works. This

paper will, just to get a feel for a different type of

thinking, explore the ethnographer’s approach and

see if it’s something we can use to try and under-

stand organisations and perhaps even make deci-

sions.

2. What is ethnography?

Before I look at that I should probably set the

scene for this paper. I’m not an academic: just

someone interested in understanding the world

around me and writing about it helps. That means

nothing in here has been peer-reviewed or tested

for quality in any way. I’m also limited by my

ability to read and understand what is available

and that means there are books and papers locked

aw ay in libraries and electronic castles that I can’t

access.

But that’s ok because in the world we live in

we have access to lots of information and because

we’re interested in the world as it is we should try

and study what we see.

On that basis the starting point for someone

like me trying to understand ethnography is

Wikipedia and, unsurprisingly, people who know

what they are talking about have a lot to say. For

example, the “ethno” part has to do with groups

of people and the “graphy” has to do with writing.

It’s a way to understand groups of people by

studying them and writing about them. What

we’re trying to do is appreciate their thoughts,

actions and lives as they happen in and are influ-

enced by the environment they liv e in.

This kind of study used to be the preserve of

someone that would go and live in a remote soci-

ety to understand and document their ways. We

don’t need to travel to find interesting groups to

study these days because they are all around us —

from organisations dealing with questions of how

to change from a carbon-intensive to a carbon-

neutral way of doing business to how to be
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relevant in the world of new media. The question

for us is whether the principles and methods of

ethnographic research can help us with organisa-

tional improvement projects.

3. Using principles and methods

The way in which you do research in a partic-

ular discipline evolves over time, guided by the

approaches and preferences of the researchers

involved. There isn’t an objectively determined

“best way” to do anything. Some people are data

collectors and processors, scooping everything up,

analysing and coding it and drawing inferences

and conclusions from their work. Others are per-

haps more interested in the story, describing what

they see and relaying on what people said to con-

struct a narrative. Some see themselves as impar-

tial observers, standing at a distance looking at a

group of people like ants milling around an

anthill. Others believe that you being there at all

means that the scene has changed and you have

become a part of the story, which changes and

morphs to include your impact

In a sense, you can take a bottom-up approach

working from the data to a story or take a top-

down approach constructing the story as you go

along and tweaking it to fit the data as it comes in.

The second approach is perhaps the easier one,

maybe the lazier one as you simply update your

story as you learn new things. This could easily

be an excuse to stop observing and questioning

and so, it makes sense to be as rigorous about the

way in which you construct a story as you would

be about collecting and organising your data.

Whatever principles or methods you apply,

whether in line with an accepted approach or a

mishmash you’ve created from different disci-

plines, it helps to be clear in the way you think.

4. Building conceptual models

One way of getting better at clear thinking is

to draw a conceptual model. This can help us

understand the activities involved in doing some-

thing and the relationships between the activities.

For example, Figure 1 is a conceptual model

based on the ethnographic research process

described in Wikipedia, with a few adaptations.

Figure 1: Conceptual model of ethnographic

research

How might we use this in a real life study?

For example, in the last few days I’ve been won-

dering about a good way to interact with people

and groups on Twitter. How do certain people

that are well known in their fields use the plat-

form to interact with others. What happens in

these groups and how should I go about studying

what is going on?

4.1. Look at one or a few cases

With hundreds of millions of users on a plat-

form you have to be selective about the ones you

choose to observe. You need to pick ones you are

going to spend time looking at in detail.

4.2. Collect unconstructed data

The beauty of an open platform is that you

can see all the conversations taking place right

there in front of you. You can see what they say,

the kinds of comments they get and the way in

which they respond and react to what is going on.

There is no shortage of data but it’s messy —

fragments of thoughts scattered all over the place

and your job is to collect some of it before you

can do anything else.

4.3. Exploring what’s going on

Your task is to look for patterns and make

some sense of what is going on but that starts with

the data. You can’t escape going through the data

but with the amount that’s available now it’s more

like panning for gold rather than itemising every

grain on a beach. So the easiest way is to start

and explore and see what happens.
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4.4. Interpreting thoughts and actions

I saw a quote on LinkedIn where a writer said

“I understand what is happening only when I start

writing about it.” You can have a theory or a

belief that something is going on but it’s only

when you start to put it down on paper that it

takes a form independently of what’s in your

head. When it exists apart from you then it starts

to be useful because you can share it and continue

to question and develop the thoughts in it.

In the same way you have to look at what’s

going on and try to make a start at translating

what’s happening. If you’re not familiar with

what’s going on it’s a process of interpretation as

you take what you see and hear and translate it

into words that you understand.

4.5. Do a detailed description

As you walk around an organisation and listen

to what’s going on you need to take notes and

write down your impressions, later transcribing

them and going through what you’ve put down.

Like a  writer, the more detailed your descriptions

and research the more likely it is that you’ll spot

something interesting.

4.6. Look for patterns of ideas and beliefs

That process of being alert and looking at

what’s around you, recording as much as you can

to process later is what will end up giving you an

insight into what’s going on — leading you to dis-

cover the underlying patterns of ideas and beliefs

that show up day to day in what happens in the

organisation.

4.7. Being reflexive

At the same time you have to be conscious of

your own role. If you want to get to know these

people yourself then do you avoid being critical,

do you flatter their ego and ignore unpleasant

things? It’s the same problem with businesses.

Most research reports into businesses avoid

labelling any of them as poor performers and

carefully construct assessment systems where

you’re good however you respond and that’s

because the intent is not to inform but to sell the

report as a marketing tool. It’s easy to fool your-

self into thinking you’ve spotted something new

and interesting when all that’s happened is that

you’re being shown what you were hoping to see.

5. Conclusion

This paper argues that while many people see

organisations as mechanistic systems that can be

controlled and managed another view is to see

them as collections of people acting in accordance

with a shared narrative and culture, creating

meaning as they go along. If you want to change

anything about that organisation this view sug-

gests that you start by understanding the organisa-

tion and the best way to do that is to take the time

to study it.

Ethnography is the study of people and so the

ideas and methods used by ethnographers seem

like they could be useful in helping us take a

structured and rigorous approach to the study of

organisations. This is, however, just a hypothesis

and whether you find it useful or not will depend

on what happens when you try and use the model

in Figure 1 in a real world project.
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